Loevens Green Policy

Supporting Locals and Globals
Welcome » Go.Green

Green behaviour, how we can contribute:
ENERGY
Sources: 80% Water 20% Solar
Using renewable energy sources in electricity supply for offices and homes of our collaborators team.

PAPER
Less or strongly restricted using
Thinking twice before printing, less printing infrastructure is less paper use, 99% of our clients, suppliers and team communication is paperless.

CARS
No corporate cars
Using public transport for daily based movings or if its indispensable renting electric cars in project operations.

TRAVELLING
Planned and evaluated only
Long term planning and evaluation of the need and right choice of transport and preference to train travelling in stead of airplanes.

COMMUNICATION
Online and efficient
Conference calls are very often more efficient as face to face meetings and on the other hand can be avoid travelling.

SUPPLIERS
Selected and scanned
All suppliers are getting scanned frequently on their own environmental behaviour.

WORKING TOGETHER
Life and working quality
Avoiding daily traffic-jam and stress is essential for live quality, all our global VA's are invited to use their home as working place for support
green behaviour and work in their own cosy atmosphere.

Loevens Green Policy

Looking respectfully on the picture of tomorrow, gives us the responsibility of overthinking our behaviour
with all kinds of natural resources.
We're committed to reducing our environmental footprint, but we can't do this without your help. Every action
you take makes a difference. Choose to travel in the most sustainable way, carbon offset and check how close
your hotel is - most central hotels are walking distance.

Thinking and acting - In 2011 we decide to
introduce our proper environmental policy, even
in our small world of decisions and created the
online working company seal to express our
green behaviour philosophy to everybody.

Green Behaviour starts in daily business:
We use green energy only:
0% of CO2 Emissions and
0% of radioactive waste.
Photo: Energy Splitting of Loevens OG Energy Invoice from Electricity
Provider (Kelag)

Benefits for all of us:
Clients

